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Bully proofing our children 

An Empowered Kid’s Tool Box 

 

1.  Connections- where do they belong? 
• Family 
• Extended family 
• Neighborhood 
• School 
• School activities 
• Hobbies 
• “a cause” 
• Religion 
• Sports 

2.  The Bubble- Confidence, Self-esteem, & Personal Power 
The BUBBLE concept is one way we show kids they really do have a choice in how they feel about and respond to difficult 
situations, especially bullying behavior and when kids are mean.  We ask each child to draw an imaginary BUBBLE around himself.  
Everything about that child goes into the BUBBLE.    For example, his favorite color, if she is good at math, if he makes friends 
easily, if her feelings get hurt easily, if she loves playing soccer but is not very good at it, if he enjoys being on the swim team, 
and her favorite food is pizza.  The more a child knows about himself the more he likes and feels comfortable with himself and 
the bigger will BUBBLE grows.  When someone says or does something mean to the child with the big bubble, she may feel sad or 
mad, but the comment does not penetrate the bubble and does not get into his/her head and heart.  It slides off the outside 
and down into the dirt where it belongs.  No matter how much confidence or self-esteem we each have, when someone does 
something mean to us it still hurts.  But, we don’t have to allow it to get inside of us and change how we feel about ourselves.  
The child with the bigger BUBBLE will stand up for herself and not change how she feels about herself.  The child with a small 
bubble will incorporate the comments and have self doubts.  He may let the person walk all over him or he might be mean back.  
The BUBBLE helps children understand that even if their feelings are hurt they have a choice in how they react and how they 
feel about themselves.  It also helps them understand that when they do the right thing and make good choices it benefits them 
in the long run even though it may feel uncomfortable at the time.    

Girls Empowered & Boys Empowered & Kids Empowered 
248-757-0912  

www.girlsempowered.com & www.boysempowered.com 
Sign up on the website for our monthly newsletter! 
Facebook:  Stop the Meanness, Spread the Kindness 

• Their own experience 
• Knowledge 
• Connections 
• Skills 
• Resources 
• Internal beliefs 
• Using their power 
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 For example:  John tells Bob that three of the other boys in the class don’t want to play with him and think he is stupid 
because he struggles in reading. 

 
Big Bubble response:  Bob’s feelings are hurt.  He tells John that what he said wasn’t very nice. 
(Role in Pick Your Stick curriculum:  Empowered Kid, Communication Style:  Assertive) 

 
Bob thinks to himself- I do my best in reading and I do have a hard time.  I am really glad I am good at math.  If those kids 
don’t want to play with me I will go find other kids who do.  But, I need to make sure that what John is saying about the other 
kids is true and not just take his word for it.  Result:  Bob’s BUBBLE gets bigger and stronger when he stands up for himself. 

 
Little Bubble response:  Bob’s feelings are hurt.  He turns red.  He thinks to himself that nobody likes him and he is really 
stupid and a loser.  (Role from Pick Your Stick curriculum: Doormat; Communication style:  Passive, Bob gives his personal power 
to John.)  Or:  Bob says to John that John didn’t get invited to another kid’s birthday party because he is mean.  (Role from 
Pick your Stick curriculum:  Meanie; Communication style:  Aggressive)  Result:  Bob’s Bubble deflates when he doesn’t stand up 
for himself or is mean back.   

 
There are always a few kids and adults who think that Bob’s Bubble gets bigger when he is mean back because they think that 
Bob is standing up for himself.  But, if Bob has decided he is a nice kid then he is changing who he is and giving his personal 
power to John 
 

What makes our bubble bigger? 

*trying new things       *being kind                *knowing who we are 

*liking ourselves and having a positive attitude    *standing up for ourselves   *standing up for others (DOUBLE BUBBLE 
POWER!) 

*learning something new                *solving a problem, facing a challenge           *going after an opportunity 

What makes our bubble smaller? 

*letting someone be mean to us        *letting someone boss us around           *not standing up for ourselves 

*being mean to someone           *being mean to ourselves (thinking negative thoughts about ourselves) 

 

3.   Bully-proofing our kids 

Bully-proofing your child does not mean that your child will not experience mean-spirited behavior from other 
children.  Our children need to experience some minimal social pain as they will experience it as adults and they 
need to know how to deal with it.  Bully proofing your child does not mean to avoid all interactions that might have 
the risk of causing social pain as the only way for our children to learn to deal with it is to actually experience 
handling it.  It also doesn’t mean to avoid children who adults have deemed as bullies because our kids need to 
know how to get along with those kids to and those kids need positive peer feedback and not rejection.   
 
The goal is to stop potential bullying situations before they ever happen.  It is to give parents the information, 
awareness, and tools to give their children the best tools possible to handle sticky situations and to be happy with 
who they are.    It also is to empower parents to create a culture of kindness in their homes, schools, and 
communities.     
 

School wide community            Teachers- Staff- Kids- Parents 
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Programs and training in place for a common language and understanding, skill building, behavioral plan, and 
activities to develop community, kindness, and empathy.  

 Being to identify relational aggression, bullying, mean-spirited behavior, problems and conflicts 

Bullying:  “A student is being bullied when he or she is exposed, repeatedly and over time, to negative actions of one or 
more students.”  Bullying involves an imbalance in power or strength.  The student who is bullied has difficultly 
defending himself/herself.  (The Olweus Bullying Prevention Group). 
 
Relational aggression:  is manipulation intended to hurt or control another child's ability to maintain rapport with peers.  
(Crick & Grotpeter, 1995). 
 
Cyber bullying:   is using the Internet or other digital devices to send or post negative messages, images, or video 
clips about others. Cyber Bullying is a form of emotional bullying (sometimes referred to as relational 
aggression) that causes feelings of fear, isolation, and humiliation among its targets.  Research over the last decade 
confirms that traditional bullying can seriously affect the mental and physical health of children and their academic 
work. Children who are bullied are more likely than non bullied children to be anxious, depressed, and to suffer 
from low selfesteem¹. They also are more likely than other children to think about taking their own lives². 
Preliminary research suggests that children who experience cyberbullying may have a similar experience and this 
may be intensified since cyber bullying can occur 24/7³.  www.cyberbullyinghelp.com 
 
Forms of Cyber Bullying: posting or sending mean or embarrassing comments and or images on chat rooms, 
message boards, websites, social networking sites, online gaming sites, cell phones, instant messages or 
email.  www.cyberbullyinghelp.com 
 
 
Meanie Kid Behavior: At Girls/Boys Empowered, we believe that not all behavior is intentional and that many kids don’t 
realize that they have been mean.   In many cases, kids are simply modeling behaviors they see in daily life from the 
television, their peers and adults.  Examples include telling someone they won’t be their friend if they don’t do 
something, telling someone they can’t sit in a certain spot, etc… 
 

• Having Confidence  

 
Confident Body Language:  Stand Tall, Chin Up, Direct Eye Contact, Sponge Bob Square Shoulders 

 
• Having a healthy positive self-esteem 
• Being Empowered     

 
 
4.    Understanding the Social Landscape    THE FOUR ROLES   

The Meanie (A consistent meanie would be a Bully)   SNAKE                                                                                                          
The Meanie could be a once in a while response.  She/He was mean to me so I am going to be mean back to her/him.  Or it could 
be the person who actively seeks conflict.  She/He bullies, insults and teases others, and seems to enjoy seeing peers sad or 
distressed.  There is NEVER an acceptable reason to be mean.  There are 3 types of aggression: relational, verbal & physical.   

http://www.girlsempowered.com/
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The Bystander (MOST KIDS) OSTERICH  
Research shows that the Bystanders, when they speak up, will be the ones that change the culture 
of the school. They try to stay neutral, convincing themselves that by not getting involved he/she 
has no responsibility or accountability in the situation.  He/She doesn’t act because usually he/she 
feels fear of becoming the target, being embarrassed or losing friends or worse-it is not their 
problem.  Parents often encourage their children not to get involved because they don’t want their 
child to be hurt as well.  BUT, we need to do the right thing because when your child does the right thing it will help build 
character, resilience, courage and confidence.  
 
Bystanders might not speak up because: 
-they are afraid the bully will be mean to them 
-they are afraid of losing their friend if it is their friend whose being mean 
-they don’t know what to do 
-they enjoy what is happening 
-they don’t think it is their problem 
-at school often kids get in trouble because their behavior is confused with causing trouble by adults 
-they have parents who tell them to be nice to the kid getting picked on but not to get involved.  Parents do this for a 
few reasons:  They are afraid of their child getting picked on, getting in trouble or jeopardizing their child’s popularity or 
worse-they don’t think it is their problem.   
 

“In the end,  we will not remember the words of our enemies,  but the silence of our friends. ”   
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 
 

When parents understand that when their child speaks up it defines their 
characters, develops courage and empathy, helps them find their voice they realize 
this is a CRITICAL LIFE SKILL that will serve them the rest of their life, then parents 
will support their child in speaking up.   

 
The Doormat(Target,victim)TURTLE        

This child lays down when he/she should be standing up for himself/herself, which 
encourages others to walk all over him/her.  He/She is often passive in interactions, silencing 
his/her own thoughts and opinions as he/she pretends to agree with    
others so they will like him/her.  As a result of being a doormat he/she creates a self-
fulfilling prophecy. His/Her body language, inaudible voice, lack of self-esteem often reflects 
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a child who looks and acts unsure of him or herself which then opens them up for more teasing, bullying, etc..  It is important to 
not confuse someone who is shy with someone who has low self-esteem or is unsure of themselves.  A shy child still can 
have a solid self-esteem, but doesn’t like a lot of attention. 
 
We also have what we call a Doormat choice.  This is a one time response when someone is mean to you.  Sometimes 
when someone is mean to you and it is out of the blue, we are shocked, freeze up and don’t know how to respond, so 
we don’t.  We explain to kids that if it is a one-time situation and they didn’t stand up for themselves, it is ok.  We don’t 
want kids to think they have to respond to everything.  But if it happens again they must stand up for themselves or else 
they give the message that it is ok to be picked on because I won’t stand up for myself.  
 
When someone is mean to us out of the blue our body goes into the Fight or Flight Response just like if somebody 
jumped us from behind a tree.  Our breathing is shallow, heart is racing, adrenaline is pumping and we cannot think 
clearly what to do.  If someone is mean to us once and we don’t respond (one-time Door Mat response) we want our 
children to go home and strategize how they are going to respond if that person approaches them again.  We want to 
practice the response over and over so they get comfortable with it and they don’t have to think too much about it. 

 
Fight   Flight   Freeze 
• Skills 
• Learn to calm one’s self 
• Confidence 
• Self-esteem 
• Back Pocket responses 

   

The Empowered Girl or Boy     DOLPHIN/GIRAFFE 
  This child will not sit quietly by when she/he sees injustice.  She/He speaks their mind politely, with civility and respect-

even at the risk of jeopardizing friendships and expressing non-popular opinions.  Their convictions are strong and they 
would not be happy with themselves if they refused to express them.  This child has a lot of skills in their toolbox to handle 
all kinds of situations that come their way.  When they find themselves in a situation in which they don’t have the skill or 
they have tried several things, they seek help or education to build skills.  They know how to make themselves feel better 
when someone hurts their feelings, or when they feel angry or sad.  They believe in and like themselves.   

 
Things you can try to deal with bullying, relational aggression and meanie kid situations: 
We want kids to try three times to get the meanie kid behavior to stop.  Why 3 times?  It takes practice to be assertive.  
Most kids think they are standing up for themselves, but often they sound passive or whiny.  We do not know what is 
going to work with the kid being mean so we want to say different things each time.  This allows the kids to send the 
message that you do not have the right to treat me like that.  It is fine for children to discuss with adults what strategies 
they are going to try and the more they practice the better.  The adult can check to make sure their response is assertive 
and they are saying it with confident body language and voice.   If the meanness has not stopped after the child has tried 
3 times then an adult needs to intervene. 

http://www.girlsempowered.com/
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Example of a three time strategy:  child is called a name 

First time:  “I want you to stop calling me……..” 

Second time:  “I don’t think you heard me.  I want you to stop calling me…….” 

 

Elementary school   K-3rd/4th 

Third time:  “I have told you two times to stop.  If you do it again, I have to report you.” 

Fourth time:  “I have to report you.” 

 

5th grade/Middle school 

Third time: “ I don’t think you are getting it.  This game is getting old.” 

Fourth time:  “Don’t you have anything better to do?”  (Kids goes and reports it and strategically keeps other kids from knowing 
they reported it except for good friends.) 

 

Each time, they leave the situation.  They do not engage the person being mean.  If it is in a classroom and they have to sit next 
to the person, they simply say something like:  “I am done talking about this.”  Or “I am paying attention to the teacher and not 
you.”  THEN THEY IGNORE THE PERSON. 

 
Back Pocket Examples:   “Focus on yourself.”         “Why are you paying so much attention to me?”, 
 “Put-downs are not cool”,     “If it was just a joke, we both would be laughing.”, 
“You are very observant.  What is your point?”  “You don’t need to worry about me.”    Why are you so interested in….? 
“Only on Fridays”   “What is it to you?”  “Are you doing a survey?”  “I think you need to move on with your life.” 
“You seem really focused on……   what’s up with that?”   
 
Friendly kids do not say:    “You are not my friend” or “I won’t be your friend if…… 

 
Friendly kid response: If they are a friend:   “That hurts my feelings when you say that.  Friends let each other play with other kids at 
recess.” Or something like… 
“I feel like playing soccer today, it doesn’t mean that I don’t want to be your friend.”  “Friends are friends every day.” 
 
Or something like…. 
If they are not a friend:  “That is mean.”   Or    It is not ok for you to tell me who to play with.” 
 
Friendly kids do not say:   “I am a better soccer player than you.” 
Friendly kid response:         If it is a one-time comment—“that’s great for you!” 
 
If it is a constant comment from a friend it would be best if your child got together with that child during a play date (not 
at recess or in front of other kids) and gently but firmly let their friend know it feels like their  friend is always trying to 
one up them or say that they are better.  “It is great that you feel like you are a good soccer player but the way you say it 
makes me feels like you think I am not good enough.” 
If the person constantly bragging to your child is not really a friend:  “Good for you”  (Keep it short and simple, no 
emotion). 
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Friendly kids do not say  “You can’t read with us because you are in a lower reading level.” 
Friendly kid response: “I need to practice reading just like you do, it doesn’t matter what group we are in.” 
“The whole reason we are at school is to learn, it doesn’t matter what group we are in.” 

 
Friendly kids do not say  “Wow, you have been in the bathroom a long time.  Why did you take so long?” 
 Or  “Your work is so messy.” 

 
Friendly kid response   “I think you need to worry about yourself and not worry so much about what I am doing.” 
Or  “Why are you paying so much attention to me.”  Or    “Focus on yourself.” 

 
Friendly kids do not say   “You are weird.” 
Friendly kid response:       First time:  “I want you to stop saying I am weird.” 
Second time:  “I don’t think you heard me, I want you to stop saying I am weird.” 
Third time:  I told you two times to stop, it is enough.” 
Or Friendly kid response:   “Put downs are mean.”    Or     “That is mean” 

 
Friendly kids do not say   “You are as short as a kindergartner.  You could be in kindergarten.” 
Friendly kid response:   “I think you need to stop worrying about my size.”  or 
“I am what I am and I am A ok with it!” or     “You are really observant.”    or 
“I don’t like that you are always making comments about me.”  

 
If a child is pulling on another kid, a friendly kid’s response:  
First time:  “I want you to pulling on me.” 
Second time:  “I don’t think you heard me, I want you to stop pulling on me.” 
Third time:  I told you two times to stop,  I want you to stop pulling on me.” 
 
Things you can try in dealing with bullying, relational aggression and meanie kid situations: 

Assertively and confidently telling them to stop with words, voice, and body language 
                                                 Do not say “Please stop”-the message needs to be Stop. 

• Assertively talk it out 
• Humor or sarcasm 
•  Problem Solve:  Negotiate, compromise, flip a coin, use rock-scissors-paper or take turns 
• If they are teasing or making fun of something you feel good about, are proud of or like about yourself.  Simply let them know you 

don’t agree with them and you like that about yourself. 
• Acknowledge the comment is true and have a “so what” attitude and response. 
• If they say they are just joking, say to them “If it was a joke, we would both be laughing.” 
• Use an “I” statement (Use this only if it is a friend who is being mean. If you tell a bully that she is hurting your feelings, she will 

congratulate herself!) 
• Ignore it (only as a one time option) 
• Blow off the little things... 
• Avoid       
• Assertively tell them to “Back off” 
• Ask them “How does it make them feel to……” 
• If it is a situation in which they are making fun of you for something that isn’t a big deal…i.e. you trip.  The bully starts calling you 

clumsy and that no one wants you on their team.  You can respond back joking about being clumsy BUT never put yourself down.  
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